Name: ____________________________________________ Date: __________________

E-mail: ____________________________________________

Position:  Sys Admin

The responsibilities of System Administrator for the MTU mathlab are: To help the CEC maintain the computer systems in the mathlab, to maintain the MySQL database and mathlab web pages, and to compile the grades of the mathlab students into a report at the end of each semester.

Useful Skills

Are you familiar with any of the following:

- Linux operating system   yes / no
- HTML web page design     yes / no
- php scripting language   yes / no
- MySQL database          yes / no
- Mediawikis               yes / no

*Note: Knowledge of the above is not necessary for the position since there is an abundance of online documentation to help, but it would be useful.

Any other skills you have that you think would be helpful:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________